
School Uniform Requirements

The purpose of a uniform is to establish a more uniformed and identifiable look amongst the student

body of a school. It serves to eliminate a “fashion” competition among students and creates a more

cohesive bond among the members of the student body.

Basic Uniform: Uniformsmust be purchased by Schoolbelles or Lands End. Schoolbelles

pamphlets are available in the school office. ALL UNIFORMS (polos, jumpers, pants, shorts, skorts)

must be purchased through Schoolbelles or Lands End. Items such as socks, belts, and shoes may be

purchased elsewhere but must be the required colors and style.  Gym uniforms may be purchased

through J’s Silkscreen or For Sports.  The links to these vendors are posted on the school website.

Other items such as socks, shoes, belts, etc. can be purchased elsewhere as long as it follows the color

and style requirement.

*Belts must be worn on all pants and shorts that do not have an elastic waistband.

GIRLS

Clothing Grade Description Color

Jumpers TK-5 Round neck pleated grey/blue plaid

Skirts 6-8 Side pleat skort navy blue

Polo shirt TK-5 Short/long sleeved polo yellow

Polo shirt 6-8 Short/long sleeved polo white w/ monogram

Cami 6-8 (may be purchased anywhere) white

Modesty bottoms TK-5 Modesty shorts navy

Pants TK-5 Flat front pants navy

Pants 6-8 Flat front pants khaki

Shorts TK-5 Bermuda shorts navy

Shorts 6-8 Bermuda shorts khaki

Shoes TK-8 Mary Jane or tennis shoes

(all black including logos & soles)

black



BOYS

Clothing Grade Description Color

Trousers TK-5 Plain front or pleated pants navy

Trousers TK-K only Elastic waist pants navy

Trousers 6-8 Plain front or pleated pants navy

Polo shirt TK-5 Short/long sleeved polo Light blue

Polo shirt 6-8 Short/long sleeved polo navy w/ monogram

Shorts TK-5 Bermuda shorts navy

Shorts 6-8 Bermuda shorts khaki

Shoes TK-K Slip on dress or tennis shoes

(all black including logos & soles)

black

Shoes TK-8 Lace up dress or tennis shoes

(all black including logos & soles)

black

GIRLS AND BOYS

Clothing Grade Description Color

Sweater TK-8 Cardigan sweater or v-neck Navy w/ logo

Socks TK-8 Above ankle socks Navy, white, or

black

Hair, Jewelry, & Cosmetic Policy: (as stated in the School Handbook)

Hairstyles should be combed, neat, and of natural color. Hair dye is not permitted. Hair accessories

should be conservative. Headbands may not have ears, unicorn horns, miniature hats, etc. Boys haircuts

should be above the eyebrow and collar. Stud earrings are allowed; however, hoops and dangle earrings

are not permitted for safety reasons.  Necklaces should be worn beneath shirts so that they cannot be

pulled. Nail polish must be clear, beige, or light pink in color. Seasonal or bright colored nails are not

permitted. Hair, jewelry, and cosmetics will be subject to the discretion of the administrator.


